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A little bit about us

Tim Cottee is a typographic artist born in 

Scotland and based in East Lothian.  His 

interest in Art has developed from a young 

age. He completed a foundation year at 

Telford College in Edinburgh and subsequently 

graduated in Graphic Design at Falmouth 

College of Art Cornwall.   

After many years working in various industries, 

most often outdoors, where he developed a 

real love for nature he decided to revisit his 

artistic routes and set up T.Cottee Art. 

The Artist

T. Cottee pieces are inspired by the 

contrasts of our current world.  A world filled 

with technology, screens and text, which we 

seem to crave while almost forgetting the 

natural wonders that surrounds us. 

His work forms ‘a different type’ of imagery, 

created principally using typography; where 

text is manipulated to create an artistic take 

on the age old saying: ‘a picture is worth a 

thousand words’. 

His pieces pay particular attention to detail, 

form and colour. They have a unique 

atmosphere and mood, mirroring that which exists 

within the UK’s, and particularly 

Scotland’s, wonderful landscapes and native 

wildlife.  

The text within in the artwork is designed 

to have more than one purpose in drawing 

the viewer in. Sometimes as an abstract, at 

other times being informative and 

imaginative depending on the story in the 

picture.

The Work



ORDER CODE: ISS W. MUNROS
Available in all products.

FLOWERS OF 
SCOTLAND
The first image of a NEW Floral Series; Flowers of Scotland 

uses the names of well known (and lesser known) Scottish 

wild flowers from across Scotland to create an iconic image 

of the national flower.

ORDER CODE: FS F. SCOTLAND
Available in all products
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      NEW IMAGE

ORDER CODE: ISS W. MUNROS
Available in all products.

LORDS OF THE 
ISLES
A NEW addition to the popular Iconic Scotland series; 

Lords of the Isles uses the names of islands from across 

Scotland to create an iconic image of a group of seals 

basking in the sun.

ORDER CODE: ISS L. ISLES
Available in all Products



ORDER CODE: LS NEVERMORE
Available in all products.

NEVERMORE
The first image of a NEW literature series; Nevermore is 

inspired and comprises text from Edgar Allan Poe’s well 

known poem ‘The Raven’. This dramatic image features a 

raven in a warm light in the bare woods.
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FOREST DWELLER
Our best selling image for the past two years this little red 

squirrel is still very popular as a print and card. Part of the 

Iconic Scotland series; Forest Dweller uses the names of 

well known (and lesser known) forests and woods from 

across Scotland to create this very iconic image.

ORDER CODE: ISS F. DWELLER
Available in all products

     BEST SELLER



ALL NATURE’S 
WILDNESS
Another best selling image, ‘All Nature’s Wildness’ uses 

quotations from one of Scotland’s best naturalist, John Muir. It  

illustrates one of Scotland’s most wild and mysterious animals; 

the Scottish wildcat and is popular as both prints and cards.

ORDER CODE: WS WILDCAT
Available in all products

     
BEST SELLER



MESSY COO
One of our original designs and still one of our best selling.  It 

seems everyone loves a highland coo. This particular image 

is part of the Town and Country collection. A series of works 

that uses one word and repeats it to make an animal. The 

coo has proven popular as cards and small prints.   

ORDER CODE: TCS M.COO
Available in all products

     BEST SELLER



MONARCH OF THE
GLENS
Another of our original designs; Monarch of the Glens uses 

the names of well known (and lesser known) glens from 

across Scotland to create this iconic image of a stag in a 

highland glen. Popular as a card and small print. 

ORDER CODE: ISS M. GLEN’S
Available in all products
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NATURE’S PEACE
‘Nature’s Peace’ is a popular image from our John Muir Wild 

series.  Illustrating one of the country’s most wonderful, elegant 

and playful animals; the brown hare. In the background there is  

outline of the iconic Perthshire munro; Schiehallion. 

An upbeat image, the hare has been equally popular as a 

print and card. 

ORDER CODE: WS HARE
Available in all products

   POPULAR IMAGE



PROUD STAG
Another original image, this stag is part of the Town and Country 

series. A collection of works that uses one word and repeats it to 

make an animal. This image sells well as an art card.

ORDER CODE: TCS P.STAG
Available in all products
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   POPULAR IMAGE

URBAN FOX
The Urban Fox is one of the most ‘cunning’ city animals. This im-

age took over a month to complete and is part of the Town and 

Country series, a collection of works that uses one word and 

repeats it to make an animal. This particular impact image tends 

to do better at a larger size due to the text composition. The 

larger the better, and good as display. 

ORDER CODE: TCS U.FOX
Available in all products



HROSSEY
‘Hrossey’ was an old Norse name given by the Vikings to the 

island known as the ‘mainland’ in Orkney. It means ‘Horse 

Island’. Referencing folklore, Vikings, myths & legend all in a 

approaching ‘Ragnarok wave’. This image has been popular on 

the western islands and N.Coast 500 both as a small print and 

card.

ORDER CODE: OS WAVE
Available in all products
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LEARN NATURE’S
STORY
‘Learn Nature’s Story’ is part of the John Muir Wild series and

 illustrates one of Scotland’s most quirky and comical seabirds; 

the Oystercatcher. There is reference to Europe’s most remote 

beach Sandwood bay in the background.

ORDER CODE: WS O.CATCHER
Available in all products



HUNTER ON THE 
LOCH
Hunter on the loch uses the names of well known (and lesser 

known) lochs from across Scotland to create this image of 

an osprey hunting on a loch. Popular as a card and small 

print.

ORDER CODE: ISS H. LOCH
Available in all products



WOOLLY MUNROS
The original design that started TCottee Art; Woolly Munros 

uses the names of well known (and lesser known) munros 

(or mountains) from across Scotland to create this image 

of a woolly sheep. The image remains popular as a card 

although the style of work has changed.

ORDER CODE: ISS W. MUNROS
Available in all products.



SPEND A WEEK IN
THE WOODS
‘Spend a week in the Woods’ uses quotations from one of 

Scotland’s best naturalist, John Muir. Illustrating one of our 

country’s most elusive and shy animals; the ‘pine marten’. 

There is subtle reference to Ben Nevis in the background.

ORDER CODE: WS P.MARTEN
Available in all products



RIVER RUNNERS
One of our original range River Runners uses the names of 

well known (and lesser known) rivers from across Scotland 

to create this iconic image of the salmon run. Popular as a 

card and small print.

ORDER CODE: ISS R. RUNNER
Available in all products



HILL’S AND SKY
‘Hill’s and Sky’ is another image from The Wild series using

 quotations from John Muir. This time illustrating one of the 

country’s largest and powerful birds of prey; the sea eagle. There 

is reference to Cullin landscape on the Isle of Skye in the back-

ground.

ORDER CODE: WS SEAEAGLE
Available in all products



TAMMIE NORRIE
Another image inspired from the Orkney Isles, Tammie 

Norrie is an affectionate name given to the puffin from the 

islanders. These little ones are made from the names of the 

different islands and skerries that create the Orkney islands.

ORDER CODE: OS PUFFIN
Available in all products
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TALES BY THE
PEAT FIRE
Tales by the Peat Fire, pays tribute to the role of the peat fire and 

how it has been a focal point from generation to generation for 

sharing stories and tales through the spoken word. Designed for 

the Northern Isles it has been popular across Scotland.

ORDER CODE: OS FIRE
Available in all products



GLOOMY PONY
An image inspired by a trip to Shetland, Gloomy Pony is part of 

the Town and Country series, a collection of works that uses one 

word and repeats it to make an animal. The weather had been 

gloomy but the pony was friendly.

ORDER CODE: TCS PONY
Available in all products



ORCA POD
Part of the Sea and Coast unlimited series, Orca Pod pays 

tribute to these highly intelligent, sociable and complex 

animals. We are truly lucky to have the ocean’s top apex 

predator right here off Scotland’s coastlines. 

ORDER CODE: SCUS ORCA
Available as small print and card



COASTAL DOLPHINS
Part of the Sea and Coast unlimited series, Coastal Dolphins, 

draws inspiration from swimming with a pod of dolphins out on 

the Scottish Western Isles. Amazing, intelligent and powerful 

animals. 

ORDER CODE: SCUS DOLPHIN
Available as small print and card



O’CHRISTMAS TREE
Part of the Winter Wonders series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional Christmas songs. 

O’Christmas Tree is made from the lyrics from “O’Tannenbaum” 

by Ernst Anschutz.

ORDER CODE: WWS O.TREE
Available as small print and card

     
BEST SELLER



DECK THE ROBIN
Part of the Winter Wonders series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional Christmas songs. 

Deck the Robin is made from the lyrics from “Deck the Halls” 

by Thomas Oliphant.

ORDER CODE: WWS D.ROBIN
Available as small print and card

     BEST SELLER



THE RED BERRY
The Red Berry is made from (Sharps 1911) lyrics from “The 

Holly and the Ivy”. Part of the Winter Wonders series, which 

features animals and landscapes made from the lyrics of 

traditional Christmas songs. 

ORDER CODE: WWS R.BERRY
Available as small print and card

     
BEST SELLER



AULD GROUSE
Auld Grouse is made from the words of Rabbie Burns poem 

“Auld Lang Syne”. Part of the Winter Wonders series, which 

features animals and landscapes made from the lyrics of 

traditional Christmas songs. 

ORDER CODE: WWS A.GROUSE
Available as small print and card



THE FIRST NO-OWL
Part of the Winter Wonders series, which features 

animals and landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional 

Christmas songs. The First No-Owl is made from the lyrics (from 

Reverend Charles Lewis Hutchins version) of “The First Noel”.

ORDER CODE: WWS N.OWL
Available as small print and card



SILENT SWAN
Part of the Winter Wonders series, which features animals and 

landscapes made from the lyrics of traditional Christmas songs. 

Silent Swan is made from the lyrics from “Silent Night” by 

Joseph Mohr.

ORDER CODE: WWS S.SWAN
Available as small print and card



THREE KINGS
Three Kings is made from the lyrics from “We Three Kings” by 

John Henry Hopkins Jr. Part of the Winter Wonders series, 

which features animals and landscapes made from the lyrics of 

traditional Christmas songs. 

ORDER CODE: WWS T.KINGS
Available as small print and card



TWO TURTLE 
DOVES
Part of the Winter Wonders Series, ‘Two Turtle Doves’ is made 

from the lyrics from Fredric Austin’s 1909 version of the “The 

Twelve Days of Christmas”.

ORDER CODE: WWS T.DOVES
Available as small print and card

   POPULAR IMAGE



Our ‘Art Cards’ are proving to be an extremely  

popular product amongst retailers and customers 

alike.

Printed locally on excellent quality 350gsm card,  

a 4 COLOUR process is used for printing our cards. 

Each card contains information on the back about the 

artwork should your customer want to know more. 

To help our cards stand out, the protective slip has 

a bright colour coded circular sticker on the front, 

summarising exactly what text has been used to 

create the image.

Each card comes with a square envelope and is 

sealed in a ‘bio-degradable’ lightweight 

environmentally  friendly protective slip to prevent 

wear and tear on the shop floor.  

Sold in packs of 5.

Luxury Art Cards

PRODUCT TYPE: LUXURY ART CARD

Card: 350gsm

Image size: 140x40mm                                               w/s: £1

Card Size: 150x150mm                                              RRP: £2.50
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The ‘Mounted Art Print’ is an ideal gift or present for 

visitors or customers wanting something different but 

have limited luggage space. This 12x12 mounted art 

print fits neatly into a suitcase for ease of transport 

while still being big enough to be a lovely souvenir.

This product has proven to be very popular in shops 

and tourist areas around Scotland, the cello wrap 

offers a good solution to protect the work when on 

display on the shop floor.

We have found that the small mounted pieces work 

very well in conjunction with our framed display pieces. 

It is often the choice when a customer loves the 

concept but can’t take a framed artwork home with 

them.

The mount is sold in a cellophane film slip and sits in a 

medium weight single mount. A colour sticker is added 

to the front with the title of work and ‘text used’ to help 

give a brief understanding about the work.

Mounted Art Prints 

PRODUCT TYPE: MOUNTED ART PRINT  

Image size: 200x200mm                                           w/s: £7

Mount: 305x305mm / 12x12inches                        RRP: £17

MOUNTED PRINTS



Our ‘Small Frame’ is perfect for going straight on the 

wall. Not everyone has time to frame a mount so we 

offer this affordable solution. A slightly bigger 

product than our mounted art prints,  these 

lightweight framed works are made for the tourist 

market. 

This product was proving popular in shops, cafe’s 

and tourist areas around Scotland and works well in 

conjuction with our art cards and mounted prints.

We have found that it is a great way to display the 

T.Cottee range when wall space is limited. 

Sold with a lightweight white frame, single mount and 

lightweight acrylic perspex glazing (a perfect 

substitute for the weight and fragility of glass in 

transportation) and comes with an attached hanging 

system on the backboard.

Framed Giclee Prints: Small
PRODUCT TYPE: SMALL WHITE FRAME 

Image size: 200x200mm                             Mount: Single                                  w/s: £14.50

Frame: 330x330mm                                     Glazing: Acrilyic Perspex             RRP: £35.00                                

FRAMED PRIN
TS



Framed Giclee Art Prints:
Quality Medium

PRODUCT TYPE: QUALITY MEDIUM WHITE FRAME

Image size: 390x390mm                                Mount: Double                                  w/s: £60.00            

Framed: 520x520mm                                      Glazing: Glass                                  RRP: £145.00 

Our ‘Medium Frame’ is a great size for display or as 
a show piece on a wall. Our medium size offers high 
impact while allowing the smaller details in some 
T.Cottee designs to be seen as originally intended.

This product has proven a popular size for distiller-
ies, theatres, galleries and restaurants or places with 
more exhibiting space and works well in conjunction 
with our smaller frames, mounted prints and art cards 
that might be sold in the gift shop.  

Sold with a well made, solid wood, white frame, 
double art mount and artist glass, this product is high 
quality. A true token of the craftmanship and 
expertise of our locally used framers here in Scotland.

FRAMED PRINTS



How to order/Terms and Conditions

Please email your order to: tim@tcotteeart.com

Please detail the product type, image code and quantity in your order.

How to order:

Order Info:
Mixed orders minimum spend £200

Art card only orders minimum spend £50

Paper only orders spend £150 and carriage is covered

Payement Terms:
Payment can be made via BACS or cheque.

First orders require proforma payment. Orders will be shipped after payment is received.

Future orders must be paid within 30 days of receiving goods.

Lead Time
All our art work is created locally and printed to order. 

Paper only orders will be processed within 10-15 business days (not including shipping). 

Framed products will be processed within 15-20 business days (not including shipping).

If you have a time sensitive order please notify us, and we will do our best to accommodate this.

All sales are final and may not be cancelled. 

Products should not be repackaged or altered in any way and should be sold as provided with the TCottee Art 

logo visible on all products. 

We do not currently accept returns for wholesale orders unless item(s) are damaged.  If products arrive damaged 

please notify us within 5 business days.

We are a member of ACID (Anti Copying in Design) and all our Typographic artworks are copyrighted. Please 

contact us first if you want to use the original image.

Terms of Agreement:



Online Sales:
You can sell our products in your own online shop and through your website, but not on any other online sales 

platform.

Contact Us
Email: tim@tcotteeart.com

Phone: 07913797311

Website: www.tcotteeart.com

Address: 20b Cairds Row, Musselburgh, EH21 6LG

Photographs:
We have plenty of lovely shots of our products which you are free to use for your website or shop - just send us a 
request, detailing the kind of image you’re looking for (email: tim@tcotteeart.com) and we will send it over to you.  
Please let us know if you’re planning to use our images though – we love exposure.


